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International Communications and Projects in the Asia-
Pacific

Far Eastern Federal University

Degree or qualification is awarded: Master

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 2 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 265 000 rubles a year

Programme webpage at the university website:
https://www.dvfu.ru/upload/medialibrary/be4/67k8k2636xb61qd4g6t0sqvxaog9v256/2022%20%D0%9F%D0%B0%D1
%81%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%82%20%D0%9E%D0%9F%2041.04.01%20%D0%97%D0%A0%20%D0%9C%D0
%9A%D0%9F%D0%90%D0%A2%D0%A0.pdf

Programme curator: Vlasov Gleb
Tel.: 8(423)265-24-24 ext.2684
E-mail: interadmission@dvfu.ru

A graduate who has mastered the Master's program in Foreign Regional Studies has the skills to communicate in two
languages (English and the language of the region being studied, it can be an Oriental language or an additional
European language) and is ready to help the following professional tasks:  conducting scientific research in the field of
foreign regional studies;  ensuring diplomatic, foreign economic and other contacts with foreign countries and regions,
as well as contacts of government authorities, interested departments and public organizations in the territory of the
Russian Federation with representatives of relevant countries and regions of the world;  collecting and analyzing
information on individual countries, organizations, figures using sources in Russian and foreign languages, and also in
the language(s) of the region of specialization.

Key disciplines of the program:

Project (research) seminar; "International communications and projects in the Asia-Pacific region"; Analysis and
forecasting of regional and international processes in the Asia-Pacific region; several languages to choose from are
offered for study: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Spanish.

Partners involved in the implementation of the program:

Representation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation in Vladivostok; Administration of Primorsky
Krai and Administration of Vladivostok; DV representation of the Ministry of Economic Development of the Union
"Primorsky Chamber of Commerce and Industry"; Office of the Federal Antimonopoly Service for Primorsky Krai;
Institute of History, Archeology and Ethnography of the Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences;
Russian Institute for Strategic Studies (RISI).

Specializations within this programme
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